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tin of Plasma Properties by Free-Space Microwave
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Time-resolved free-space.microwave measurements are used to study the loss mechanisms in the afterglow 4*.'\ t

of an intense He discharge between 100 and 1000* The method of evaluation is developed in detail and the
W ,results of the measurements and their accuracy are given. Some of the problems and limitations of the

____L microwave method are discussed; in particular, plots of the field pattern between the horns are preaenild
indicating that a reasonable interpretation in terms of an integrated path length is possible.

INTRODUCTION necessary timing circuits (Fig ). Triggering of the

Q• rIlJHE free transmission of a microwave signal airgap switch discharges the condensers, and a high
through a gas discharge provides a very useful current" (of the order of 10 A) is conducted through

41_:ol for the study of electron loss processes. Many the discharge tube and creates a plasma, the properties
" pplications have been reported in connection with of which depend on voltage, pressure, and gas used.

•• l a sma research mainly used to calculate the electron After - 100 psec the discharge current ceases, after
d ýi.nsity.'-s Because of the complexity of the possible 1000 Msec the plasma becomes transmitting, and

pI rocesses involved in a time-varying plasma, however, after several milliseconds,7 the original state is reached
one commonly resorts to approximations and simplifica- agair (Fig. 2).
tions, which are not easy to justify. Since, in addition, Prior to the discharge the vessel was pumped out
the plasma is in many cases located in the near-field 'oil diffusion pump with liquid nitrogen cold trap) and
zone of the transmitting and receiving horns (an area moderately baked for several hundred hours. "High"
whire the field pattern is complex) it is not immediately purity He8 was then filled into the discharge tube.

¾ ap•arent that a reasonable interpretation of the meas- During the measurementsi the relative intensity of
tirements is possible. certain impurity lines was monitored by a mono-

This paper reports an attempt to improve the chromator-photomultiplier system, showing weak lines
interpretation of free-space microwave measurements. (which we identified as nitrogen, oxygen, and iron) in
We first explored: how the electron decay mechanisms a strong background continuum. Since the sensitivity
(ambipolar diffusion, volume recombination, and of this system is limited, there may have been other
attachment) are connectedwith the quantity measured, impurities that we could not identify. The pressure
namely, the integral index of refraction (optical path) range of all experiments, was between 100 and 1000 ,,
and its change with time. We then applied the theory the lower limit given by the maximum permissible
to measurements made on a pulsed high current He voltage on the condensers (20 kV), and the upper limit
discharge. We found that either ambipolar diffusion or given by the "noisiness" of the records, indicating
attachment, or, both, provide a good explanation for turbulent motion at the time of measurement. The
the measured electron decay. Additional experiments pressure itself was measured by a thermocouple gauge,
with a magnetic field may allow the separation of
ambipolar diffusion from attachment. We finally 8_.

discuss the validity of an important assumption,
namely, the plane wave condition, which is necessary
for a detailed interpretation of the measurement.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Discharge System

The discharge circuit is composed of a plasma .-
container 90 cm high and 7.1 cm in inner radius (con-
sisting of a Pyrex glass tube with stainless steel elec-
trodes), a coaxial airgap switch with a trigger electrode, 7,9r, a

a 15 000-J condenser bank, a power supply, and the

SR. F. Whitmer, Phys. Rev. 104, 572 (1956). FIG. 1. Discharge system.
I C. B. Wharton, IV International Conference on lonisation

Pkenomena in Gases (North-Holland Publishing Company, Peak current J p -Uo27rsC, Y-33 kc, C-72 pF, Uo-voltage
Amsterdam 1960), II C737. on the condensers.SC. B. Wharton and D. M. Slager, J.Appl. Phys. 31, 428 (1960). 7The measurement of pressure transients is explained in a

4 C. B. Wharton, Riso Report No. 18. iote submitted to The Review of Sciauific Instruments.
IV. E. Golnt, j: Tech. Phy.. (U.SS;R.))30, 1'265(1960) [traisa- &Impurity content according to the manufacturer (Linde

tion: Soviet Phys.-Tech. Phys. 5, 1197 (1061)]. Company): <5 ppm Os, <5ippm Hs, <3 ppm H.O, <50 ppmNs.
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our experiment). The source energy (reflex klystron,
70 kMc, 50 mW) was divided into two paths: a measur-

A. Current-f(s) ing path, where a microwave beam interacts with the
plasma, and a reference path. The relative change of
phase produced by introduction of a time-varying
plasma was then detected by a phase bridge, amplified,
and recorded on two oscilloscopes with cameras
attached, one giving an over-all pattern of the full

B. Total Isht -AO phase cycle (heating and decay), and the other extract-
ing by proper scope adjustment an enlarged "detail
pattern" from the over-all pattern that permits a higher
accuracy in the evaluation process. in addition to the
phase measurement, we recorded the transmitted energy

C. Phan pattern ,/) (intensity pattern), and checked periodically the

reflected energy, the latter being generally very small.
The klystron was -modulated with 4.5 Mc, and the

amplifiers were resonance amplifiers tuned to 4.3 Mc
with a bandwidth of approximately 400 kc. Use of a

0100 400 I000 3 OOCpF KC r

Detail pattern

FIG. 2. Representative time sequence.

which had been calibrated for He by means of a McLuod
gauge.

The Microwave Intederometer Amplitude pattern

The general setup of the microwave interferometer
is well known (see Fig. 3 for the arrangement used in FIo. 4. Measurement of the propagation characteristics of a He

plasma (voltage 5.3 kV, pressure 225 s).

T ~modcl:ated interferometer circuit has some advantages:
Even at a very low power output of the klystron, which

14 is preferable in order to avoid any influence of the
PLASMA TRAMITTE6OPWAE microwaves on the plasma, the signal can be sufficiently

amplified without distortion by thermal noise. The
adjustment of a particular zero phase was essentially
very simple, and any changes of the zero phase in the
course of a long series of measurements could easily be
corrected. The change of phase due to the plasma
appeared in this way as a modulation of the 4.5-Mc
signal, and since the oscilloscope sweep was not syn-

SAKEN FAMo chronized with this latter frequency but chosen
appropriate to the discharge mechanism, the phase
change (and similarly the change of intensity of the

FiG. 3. Microwave setup for simultaneous measurement of transmitted wave) was given by the envelope of the
transmitted phase and amplitude. 1. Klystron ),-4 mm, 2. power record. An analysis of the errors introduced by use of a
supply, 3. modulator 1 kc or 4.5 Me, 4. crystal detector, 5. wave modulated phase bridge showed that these were
meter, 6. termination, 7. hybrid, 8. isolator, 9. attenuator, 10 negligible compared to those encountered in reading the
tuning stub, 11. horn, 12. directional coupler, 13. E/H tuner n
14. preamplifier, 15. oscilloscope, 16. VSWR receiver, records and to others that are discussed, later.
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INTERlPRETATION- OF THE INTERFUERNCE
PHASE PATTEfRN

Proceeding in the manner described, we obtained M 9
three simultaneous measurements on the propagation
characteristics of the plasma. Figure 4 shows an over-all
pattern (actual interference pattern), a detail pattern - -----

of the interference measurement, and an intensity 1k li
pattern of the transmitted wave, all as a function of
time and representing a typical gas-discharge cycle.
Each record also has time scales, and on some records, r m .

superimposed identification pips that' give a fix-point ,It
in time on all three records. Since each record has its I
own time scale, we were able to correct for distortions
caused by nonlinearities of the oscilloscopes. tk

Fir. S. Schematic representation of the phase
Determination of 'the Integral Index of Refraction and amplitude pattern.

We start with four a.,sumptions. The plasma is a
lossless medium, the wave transmitted and 'received by Thus, Eq. (3).gives the integral refractive index as a
the horns is a plane wave, the diameter of the microwave function of time.
beam is small in comparison to the plasma diameter We derive the zero phase angle as follows (see Fig. 6).
and the index of refraction n changes slowly compared Let A = amplitude of 'reference wave, B amplitude of
with the wavelength and reflection is therefore neg- measuring wave, and K'= constant of proportionality.
ligible. Our measurement then leads to an integral Then these 'relations hold, if the detector "follows a
index of refraction as described below, square-law 'relation9:

In Fig. 5 we show ea schem.atic representation of the
over-all pattern and the intensity pattern. Let 11 be
the time of the lIth extremum and (it is irrelevant which G=K'(A+B)2 (4)
extremum is chosen to be the first one; 1 is only a H=K'(A2+B-+2AB cos
'running index) let 1A. be the time of the last recorded "
extremum. Only at 1= a is it strictly 1 throughout the (see Fig. 5), and
discharge tube. As can be seen from Fig. 4, however, G/F--H/F
phase and intensity of the measuring wave reach their cosp.= 1.- ()
final values soon after the last extremum. We have then 2[(G/F)- 1](5
the following set of equations expressing the phase For high accuracy of the measurement of the zero-
angles in terms of the microwave vacuum wavelength X0: density phase angle, we see that it should be 90';

this is approximately true if we choose HM F and the
+R +' No ,P. latter can be adjusted very simply even without a

f-R t, _n(k,r)dr=- calibrated phase shifter.
If we consider the plasma as a phase shifting and

R +l X0 lossy 'medium (removing our first assumption), we

f n(t1,r)dr- E n(/A..1,r)dr= -,2

fRn(11+i,r)dr-

where R='radius of the discharge tube, r= radial coor-
dinate, I= time, and p,==zero-density phase angle FIo. 6. Determination of the zero

between reference and measuring wave at t= ao. angle (lossless case).

Since
f~nn(tir)dr=.2R, (2) :fl A

(1,r)dr= 2R--- .-L (k--) . (3) 'The detector used in these experiments very closely follows

2 Er ( a square-law relation.
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substitute Eq. (10) for Eq. (9).

I H I

cos e F +e (10

FiG. ?. Vector diagpm for Iou caw. 2

which replaces Eq. (5).

Interpretation of the Phase Pattern Under the

Assumption that Ambipolar Diffusion is

the Dominant Lou Process

In the following analysis the simplified Eqs. (3) and
(5) will be applied. The equation describing the electron

replace Eq. (1) by: density as a function of time and space is

+R f+R A•O( ip. ok\ cn_/8$=DAra_H, (1 1)

fh2,r)drf -(/,r)dr=7' where n_= number of electrons/cmiand DA = ambipolar

+R +R diffusion coefficient. If DA is assumed to be constant
n~r)dr--[ n~k_,,r)dr with space and time, then the solution of Eq. (11) for

cylindrical coordinates, considering only solutions
O 6, a_-1) symmetrical in 6 is

f-(,

L5 u+t*÷"r)dr-- nfia r)drn_(I,r,z)= • C,,' exp(-- )JOjo.,-r )sin(--•)\ (12)

=_ 1+ i -/ (6) T(#1DA R)

If we add and use Eq. (2), then For the boundary condition
+X F q,0..~ n_(.Q,R,z) = n_(,r,O) =n_(...,r,H)=O0,

f -+(k-1-- , (7)
J_• 2 L TIr i_ where H = height of discharge tube, z = axial coordinate,

wher= constants given by the initial distribution,
where 5¢t is the (generally small) angle caused by the jo= Bessel function of order zero, and jo.,= its Yth root.
increase of B with time (Fig. 7). Its magnitude depends Since we always measure at z= H/2, that is, the middle
on the rate of change of B and cannot be given without of the discharge tube, and with the abbreviation of
further analysis. If F, G, H, A, B., Bk, and p,, have the
ame meaning as explained before, we have J0 j. to J0,

F=K"A2

.G=K"(A'+BL2+2ABk cos5o,) (8) then Eq. (12) reduces to

H=K"(A2 +B, 2+2AB. cosq.).

With g= BlBk, there follows GO(,r) = E Cexp J -)sin--. (14)(.- - "r*/ \ RI 2

H/F-1 For sufficiently large 1, all the higher modes vanish,
cos~p=

2g([G/F- (1-cos5tk)]t--cos5pk) and the electron density is determined solely by the
first mode. With Cj 1'=C1 ', rlu= 71 we have

--g/2{[G/F-- (1--COS28¢s)]I--COS8¢k}. (9)

As can be seen from Eq. (9), bep only appears as a n_(t,r)=C 1' exp(-- .f'( , (15)
second-order influence upon cosp. (provided that G is 7T1 1 R

sufficiently greater than F) and moreover tends to 2
cancel out. Since the: rate of change of B in the neighbor- ]. (16)
hood of lk is small, 8tok will: be quite small and we can
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Let Cl'• K=Ch then with ns= El'- (wo/C)2]l, w= angular DA but not #. It should be remembered, however, that
frequency of the electromagnetic wave, and wo= plasma strictly speaking, DA has to be derived from a three-
frequency.'0  particle model, since attachement means that besides

positive ions and electrons, negative ions are also
( I, _o '= _(I)K present." The above statement is true only if the

SI r)K] concentration of negative ions is negligible.

= Fi' ex(--!"~ .o'(21',IneMetation of the Phase Pattern Under theI -C x(- J'( (()7)
R -C x ' R/ Assumption that Volume Recombination

Is the Dominant Loss 'Proems
and with a=Cl exp(-1/r,), al=Ci exp(-t,/r,) In this case it is*

IR +R ( r (l-t= -a vXl2, (23).(n~,r),,=f fR -l-j,.,'(-R )]d. (18)
JL R/J where av is volume recombination coefficient.

It is convenient to choose R as the unit of length, If av is assumed to be constant, then the solution of

thereby simplifying Eq. (18) to Eq. (23) is n-: p(r)/[c'•avp(r) (i -- s)]l, (24)

n(fI,r)dr= (19) where c=constant and p(r)/c=spatial distribution of
Sf_ the electrons at 1=1-o. The spatial distribution of the

electrons at some fixed time has to be known in order
The left side of Eq. (19) is known through Eqs. (3) and to evaluate Eq. (24). It could be known, for example,
(5), each I and 11, respectively, thereby determining one by some independent optical measurement. Since we
at. Because of at=C, exp(--/-r•), we get do not know p(r), however, we shall make two reason-

0.6 /1 0.6 able assumptions and check them against the exper-

ln-=-+ln-. (20) iment. While this method is not correct it should at

at 71 C, least give an idea whether or not volumerecombination
is the dominant lossprocess. If we assume a homogenous

(The constant 0.6 proves to be numerically convenient.) distribution
Plotting it vs lnO.6/al, one should get a straight line p(r)=1 O<r<R
whose slope yields 7- and DA, and whose intercept yields =0 r=R, (25)

ln0.6/C, and therefore C1. and with Eq. (17)

Interpretation of the Phase Pattern Under the + f+R[ K p i
Assumption that Ambipolar Diffusion and n(tj,r)dr= I 1 - dr=,2RAI, (26)

Electron Attachments are the -,, J? c+avp(th-to)J
Dominant Loss Processes K= constant.

The equation which describes the time dependence of Again, the left side of Eq. (26) is known from Eqs. (3)
the electron density is as follows, and (7), each I and it determining uniquely one At.

On_/O1=DAV-*_---tn_ Furthermore, we have

•= attachment frequency. (21) 11(1-Az)=avl/K+E( (p)--avto]/K. (27)

Again assuming that DA and # are constant -.:ith space Plotting it vs (1--A ?)-I one should get a straight line,
and time, the solution of Eq. (21) is the same as that of whose slope yields K/av and therefore av.
Eq. (11), except that If we assume a Bessel function for the spatial distribu-

+ / \ (22) P(r)--oono ')=Jo'(r), (28)

and
All that has been said for Eqs. (12) and (13) applies
here too. If it is possible to determine in an experiment p+R r+Rr KJo'(r) It
a r1 and 72, DA and # may be computed from Eq. (22). 1 ,(t,,r)dr= - Idr. (29)
Another possibility is to measure l/r as function of .[ 1-J - avJo'(r). (t--1-)
the magnetic field, which only influences the value of We choose 10=1k, thereby determining c since the left

10 The use of this equation is consistent with the use of Eqs. (3)
and (5), wherein the plasma is considered to be a lossless medium. " H. J. Oskam, Phillips Research Repts. 13, 335 (1958).
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side o( Eq. (29)1is known for evay L Let was pletsd sglvrt

(av/c)(i-I)- BS, (30) 4

then RKC #.Ewfrfr

x liTr'r I Jr. (Si) and -ni

Each I and It corresponds uniquely to one Bs. Plotfng
it vs B, one should get a straigh line whose 4Wu is
C/eu, and therefore yields or'. Wagh/s could be ~iinqIy read of th IAL for emy~ I

if ambipolar diffusion and volumoe ,ieon m inatone jmd & Vm~all 1, r~ &,ttvd amins b*A/,@, -&e 4We
the dominating loss procamss, the differcintial equ~deiain , jrb cr~ -m deezijm h"d d f
cannot generally be solved. th i@Uanay @ v ndi *~~ <IAW Sw

I-.&. *am L id-I sad awncmiwd mesa So
RVALUATION OW PUM RUCOEDS demoadg L Sin,-e Jxe last pdnt (I-&) is thie amuit

EsTIMATE or Idde,- At~ liaecpe c- I, ilatmed .aulnt lA/A~o was
The positions of the uxtreana n the phaase patteis deberagee Era th neVtola t3 Foiguw e1 'isas

w ere measured with a thread mark moved by a nicrom- ItU±t~~'k t canf be mw itiut lbere is *

eter. In the saume way the time masks an each picture AUro T"rt s m AximQ(-h h-, -- ')
were measured whose dtances wma known to be *ad aN uizm ý n -,=& but Aiizty diffiment
exacty 1oo ^sec. Thus thie relativ positions of thme rlum 1%e cau c~ tl -ý in the dectzunk .cbircit sod

etnawere obtained in p-r and nondmesaies of has not yet be-- m, xn- ' l-d. Th et itie 4kpe =wa
the osciloscope or distortions of thme paantqpi weredfrmi .to etnamamm n
diminated. The eirro in ehigthe podtium of an mm ' W4",; 'S lt'can ShP be - 11at
extremum generaly did not exceed +-5 psec, the last th poits eita lvA- from the smri& ht we, and
extremnan being an exception. Because of its gatzewd the posude n f iThis wil 'b discumad later.
shape, the reading error was about +Z5 to So pwr Th enw dncnx1a r oes not tiKie --+%.
T"he next step was to compute the am angle V.
M~. (5) or (10)]. We fomnd that C [Eq. (10)) was very RA1T AM mla. ý

dose to I within the limited accurcy with which the To Ft'& 9, we giv~e a iypical n~sapsiansfmd The
intensity pattern could be read because of it,; ripples.. mesisn tm,14 of vahrne rmo~ntrimfo, m in£
Therefore Eq. (5) was used. 71e aim n ompt isr~ iwe udintp i~~ao

4P was •*5:W Next, as had to be detamisul fron; the pdinas, scre th~ ~~ae te & ~qm 0(6) and
Eq. (19). Based on a comnputer raakulaim 111A/08 (A1)]. n Fag. 6 we -6lo th ,e ~aif

in term of a ipdk= diffnew an d atuacmient
- - - EqL (t$) and ý(22)J. Ma Ud h 3 Ani

Fig. 8 baw beert r~'ziuted. in T.e I Lar eaumm*l,Iwe dinckol lie question xfpeuiig f(tomaxmm
Ma4o -o -.asd1/-,,are in the wdr 4rd3%).hInTile a

700 --- I
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111 we ~use tp%*4W(jOmns/wc -mm AHg) -at 3WOK
flrom the iliterature, ',we obbtmdn-T--ats78O!K. Many-more

we -thow a -few -measurements in *hichm;e studi6&-the 'measuremients ~axe'necesiaary-to determiner the-accuracy
1presutre ilepealiesce. Ai' these calculations.

Mrile -results.d of'the-measurements,-sozfar judicate' t-hc (c) 'Accoviling to' Eq. (2) .a plot -of Ij -vs InO.6/at
ffo~iouin: -shouldl be -a -straight iline for: late times. :The'-resul'ts

~givem in~F~g. '8-show a-dightcraue however.-In
(A) Wolume trecombination -cannoti-beja nmajrorlss outin'terpretationj,(b) abovoi],this.couldbeattiibuted

rmechafiism (Fig. 9., where ',we -should rlhid .,a -straight -to rthe . 'chagge,,of ii)A .and #~ with temperature and
liu).Thisis;indgremen 'wth~Aiter~CASrem~tsin 'therdfore'wi'thtibme.:Equatioi (21). should-read

Me, diishargesi in-rthel lat-eafterglowO-'~
(b) fl'hermeaurrements. canI be'fair.y-wekinterpreted (37)

Fykihrinbpolar~iiifusion.,orjatftacment,,,ori'bo'th [It -is easy to -show that ithe change of the slopei
(g.8)~th lttei esnrmstpr~bibble. .connection -with; this -effectzgoes~in ithe.-rght.-direction.

t.One .wayrtoiassessvthe~iimportance,)6flboth dcectsvsis [In "this. way, rthe changing-lp ol idct h
~tostukidtherependenceonannagneticifikA~ccofiing ~'*I char.ge -'of i)A And -~with temprature. -The -same

'totth clasicairteoryfect couldiaso~beidue to':highcridiffusiornmddes, whi~ch
LDA--DA (H-1), -:#ý(i). (32) 'might evenitiiffiuence ,the-Iresults.at-xatherl-ate'-times.1 4

I-Eurthermore, u n [SEq. (37) -.we -neglected 1 any:!riiikl
TH-~mageiic'fseld, mdidaccordingly (jirthe, presence of !de pen~mce 'of 2Th and ,6 which-might-give-a siniliiar
.an~axarikifid) effl et.fln' this case[E~q. (21)'reads:

11 1 j . 0 t9-. 2 ý2/1=iVDQ 2-=-(. )z. (38)
_r~n,'M _ P. ý(-33)

(r~abiolrdiffusion with crnmgnetic -Aield.) Mihe basic assumption on whkichessentially -every
()bviously ay pnkeeofi-Tonrh xaneIc free-,spacelinter~fer~ometer technique -is based 'is that the
field/H 'willindicate iambipolar diffusion. -Some' prdim- ihorns'transiit~and-receive~awell~collimated)plane-wav~e.
miary measurements with daxial 'manetic dinlils -show Millen, -the-imeasurements, idefine-siniply an, integrated

'infdeed ua~marke~ditfl'fuence ankHLieakl toLWA 5":iand 'sndex ofrrefractionutthat, can~be~inter~preted-as~discusseýd
,-#I1)O0 (inkficating~ialihigh degre of fim ties). IThe 'previously.
<Assunmption here iis, ithat the. initial conditions of' the [This 'Plane~wave coriditionL -is -only an approximation
-.gas. discbrg;a eesnta,~nca d "thle iquality of whi-h udppenids on 'theý-rdidiation patterni

11f 'we -thent tikcifor/DA~1 a~vtAue'6ffthe-,ouier-'6 f~5O .f' 'the' transmitter aundreceiver, -on' the. location of' the
cntW/7ec w~e -have,'if -tiectron rteniperatuurelT-.andýion-plasma betuweenr the horns (ýnear':fieldý.ar,,.field),.-and -on
.tmemuL L'aee~a, Itheflens.ýaction 6f'zglass contatiner~and,ýplasma.,(-ratio -of

' plasma Aiameter 'to: beamn width). 'To -estimate 'the
-errorsiinvolved, in thiS-Lapproximalion- and' ItogiVe an

ID(.-4JD± =2 T), (34) improvodLanalysis, -we mwould. ifirst' have- to idesctibe the
IT4 i'ifiled pat-teen- of the -transmitting. antenna, in the 'near

[D+-.Cu ifield -regionu and in- the' itransition,-region -between-near
IV AT+/e'-,2T4ý-2T., (35) 1 ield an4kIar~ifildbecause,,the'ýplasma 'isujsually'-placed

(ýassuminig-theionrmndbilityps+"temperature iinlfpeaident) ~'t Andther cxplanation of ,the. curvature sterns -from- the fact
3andrtherifore that the ,amrplitude. of ithe 'measuring wave-is-ý not constant but

'cthanges w.ith ;time,1anidl 'FIq. ý7).iould -be.-corr~ectly.used 'instead
- 'A (7~)/LA(a~='T/i 2. :ofrr~q. (3).i'Ehetdeviation'.ca-eed~by this effectashokld be consider-
IDA___ (7IM Z:T//2 by-,smaiier, ihoweve~r,Lanid woUld ~beamoat',zero for -late-times,

,ancecthe~azpliitudecihaWzpaveryilittleithen,,butitheir~epreeentative"1'M. A,1~nijisdLaa&S CrtiirawpjII-.ysNev.7?5, tnoO (1949). !IFig.4.-dIisows, Athathe! Amt, point lftk4sinuujaarly,seinewhat~ ~ /JhA.i~Jcf~g~~dgp~s isbove ,the astraightuline,;inidicatieg-ithat~lthe-tcrv~atursezuCsts'-eVen
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replaced by the plasma. Only if Xo<<beam width D of
'he incident wave<<plasma diameter 2R, will the plasma

(a) Ibean effective slab and can the lens action of the plasma
be neglected. Because of experimental limitations the
ratio 2R/D cannot be made arbitrarily large (approx-
imately 5 in our case), and the plasma acts more or less
as a time-varying lens almost in any situation. Measure-
ments in which we moved the receiving horn around

(b) the plasma do not indicate a pronounced effect. The
lens effect has been calculated in the opticalapproxima-
tion too, and the application of the results to our case

E again indicates only small errors, especially for late

FIo. 10. (a) Pattern of the 'transmission channel- with glass; times.'6
(b)- pattern of the-transmission channel without glass. We feel that both these results show that the given

interpretation of the measurements is based on reason-
in this region. Secondly, this radiation pattern has to able assumptions. However, much must be done to
be analyzed 'in terms of the receiving antenna, because express our argument quantitatively.
it sees only what "fits" in its radiation pattern. A We would like to mention two experimental alterna-
possible interaction betweentransmitting and receiving tives: An interferometer setup similar to a Fabry-Perot
horn has also to be taken into account. A-mathematical arrangement' 7 will lead to a highly plane wave. The
treatment of this problem, even without lens action introduction of cylindrical lenses and placement of the
'included, has not yet be-n. given, as far as the authors plasma in their focal line's wi" possibly avoid any lens
-know, and without doubt-the-mathematicalimplications action of the plasma. The first method seems to be
are formidable. To explore the situation we have there- limited by the losses within the plasma, the second by
fore tried to attack this problem by an experimental the quality of the lenses. A combination of both might
method." We simulate the plasma by a small rotating remove the entire problem.
dielectric, probe and scan the field pattern between the
horns, 'in this way studying the influence of a particular CONCLUSION
volume element (defined by the geometry and the The measurement of the integrated-index~ofrefraction
location of the probe) on the received signal. In Figs. and its change with time can be successfully used to
10(a) and 10(b) we show a number of cross sections study very accurately the loss processes in a decaying
of the transmission channel, which have been used in plasma. In our experiment, the electron losses are
the actual measurements. andget the following results: mainly due to ambipolar diffusion and attachment.
"The pattern of the-transmission channel does not change Additional measurements in the presence of a magnetic
much between transmitter and receiver, only small side field seem to allow a separation of both loss processes.
lobes. are present; the width of the-transmission pattern Mass spectrometric measurements are planned which
is.approximately constant and about equal to the width should lead 'to a unique interpretation of the results.
cf the horns; the' glass of the discharge tube does not
induence the pattern very much if the system has been ACKNOW1XDG•ENTS
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